policy by a united nation, uncontrolled by party prejudice

to avoid the mortifying and deplorable effects of

injury of almost every country in the globe and practically

unacquainted with that equality which exists in republican

governments, and are therefore unsuitable persons to point

out in their administration. The soldier who would be

victorious must excuses himself in his profession. So the

statesman who would make wholesome laws for the govern-

ment of a republic must study the capacity of the human

heart and not how to abuse means by which a company

should be limited and the great mass of the people

protected by the approach of the restraints and the call of the

Father. Is it not sufficient that they write themselves

which claiming a government after its own model dif-

ferent from the despotic and monarchy of Europe shall

exhibit a place of retreat to the desultory and unfor-

tunate without devoting them to supreme power? Shall the

laughing potentate of Europe mantle on the ruins of

injustice viewing the governments which wisdom has erected

in the wilds of America be permitted by our fathers

difference to meet a wedge that shall our our unions?

but reliance on all other reasons which have been used

against foreign legislation the pride of the United States

which does not consist in a tedious unceasing struggle

ancient but on the justice and unequalled equilibria

of their governments should on those principles any

other construction. The literary character of those infinite coun-

try has shown consistency among the people of the earth.